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Abstract

Despite the prestigious and lofty position that Islam take on women, the evidence suggests

that Palestinian women are enduring tough and painful situations in the fight against the

usurper Zionist Regime. They are coping with the maximum pressure of the usurper regime’s

malignant plan for reducing the Palestinian generation. On the one hand, they work out

family affairs in every respect, especially from an economic point of view, and on the other

hand, they are in charge of bearing and raising committed and fighting Palestinian

generation. All these efforts are being made while they encounter a wave of martyrdom or

captivity of those whom they reared. However, they dedicate the upshot of their endeavor and

diligence to the survival of Palestine and salvation of the Al-Aqsa Mosque. In this regard,

as a passive defense that strengthens Palestinian resistance foundation and the salvation of

al-Quds Sharif , the operational role of Palestinian women is unique and of great

significance; they hopefully rear a fighting generation with diligence, though they have no

stone or bullet in their hands to throw directly toward their enemy. Obviously, such an

arduous and tough operational movement, though less has been said, is highly commendable.



The present research aims to look at the fulfilment of Palestinian women’s mission in

rescuing al-Quds Sharif more vigorously by drawing on certain documents.
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